
The Future of Innovation:

Are you confident that your next big innovation will 
succeed? With the latest advancements in machine 
learning, you can be.  

Uncover the full range of customer insights in your category faster, cheaper and with less effort.

Using existing data sources such as product reviews, social media posts, and 
customer service data, AMS’s ACE™ (Automated Content Evaluator) AI 
methodology surfaces a complete database of insights for innovation, including 
infrequently mentioned important customer needs.  

Research recently published in the Journal of Marketing Science shows that:

• Insights identified using ACE™ are comparable in number and quality to 
those identified using traditional research methods

• Compared to analyzing a random sample of UGC, ACE™AI yields better, 
more nuanced, insights

• ACE™ takes substantially less time, effort and expense than standard 
research methods

APPLIED MARKETING SCIENCE  
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Faster, Better Insights with AI

ACE™ PROCESS

Developed in collaboration with researchers 
at MIT.  

ADVANTAGES
• In the moment:  Captures 

customer insights at the 
moment-of-truth 

• Comprehensive:  Draws on 
comments from thousands of 
customers

• Descriptive: Uncovers what's 
being said, where, and in what 
context 

• Objective:  Eliminates human 
bias 

• Economical:  Provides robust 
qualitative insights at a 
fraction of the cost of 
traditional methods 

BASED ON A RECENT STUDY, 

believe artificial intelligence 
will provide them with a 
competitive advantage.*

85% of executives
surveyed

GET A FREE DATA 
ASSESSMENT from our trained 
machine learning experts!

www.info.ams-insights.com/
free-data-assessment

* MITSloan Management Review https://sloanreview.mit.edu/projects/reshaping-business-with-artificial-intelligence/



ACE™ Uncovers Key 
Consumer Insights About 
Kitchen Blenders

THE CHALLENGE

The market for kitchen blenders is highly competitive. Characterized by near constant product 
innovation, consumers face an overwhelming number of choices, each boasting the latest 
features designed to make their lives easier in the kitchen.

But, when it comes to blenders, what are consumers’ unmet wants and needs? And, which 
features do consumers truly care about? Manufacturers that can accurately answer these 
questions innovate more successfully than those that can’t, allowing them to outperform the 
competition at the first moment of truth in the store and beyond.

Traditional market research is effective, but it takes significant time and money to do well. 
When data already exists, machine learning, a technique that mines data for insights, is a fast 
and inexpensive alternative. It is also as comprehensive and accurate as traditional research 
methods. Machine learning can be used to analyze data from a variety of sources, including 
discussion forums, online reviews, call center data, and survey open-ends. Here, we used our 
breakthrough machine learning approach to mine existing user-generated content (UGC) in 
the form of blender product reviews on e-commerce websites. Using this approach, we 
uncovered what’s truly important to blender purchasers.

WHAT WE DID

Working with researchers at MIT, AMS used machine learning to identify a full set of customer 
wants and needs relating to blenders. AMS first identified product reviews to evaluate. 
Then, we extracted the content, and trained the machine learning algorithm to distinguish 
informative content, which contains wants and needs, from uninformative content. Next, we 
ran the algorithm. In a matter of minutes, the machine assessed more than eighteen thousand 
records of data and uncovered 2,000 consumer statements that contained unique consumer 
insights related to blenders. Trained AMS analysts then reviewed these statements and 
formulated a comprehensive list of customer wants and needs, quickly and cost effectively. 
The research study took less than one week to complete and cost about a third of what 
traditional qualitative research, such as interviews, ethnographies or focus groups, would cost.

THE OUTCOME

Using our machine learning technique, AMS identified 97 unique consumer wants and needs 
related to blenders, covering 34 different topic areas. Topics included cleanliness, durability, 
ease of use, portability, safety, and the terms of warranty. The needs identified were highly 
detailed and actionable, allowing a blender manufacturer to develop features to address the 
needs that blender purchasers care about most. For example, the needs detailed exactly the 
types of foods consumers are looking to pulverize and which types of foods blenders 
currently on the market struggle to grind up. Our machine-learning approach accomplished all 
of this at a fraction of the time and cost of traditional research methods.
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            The needs identified 
were highly detailed and 
actionable, allowing a blender 
manufacturer to develop 
features to address the needs 
that blender purchasers care 
about most.”

“

FIND HIDDEN INSIGHTS IN 
YOUR EXISTING DATA

Get a free data assessment 
from our trained experts!
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